
Call 09 Construction of Brookhaven Project Office Building, Equipment Shed & Site 

Improvements, known as State Project Nos. BWO-7145-43(001), BWO-7146-

43(001), & LWO-7067-43(002) / 503007301, 302, & 303 in Lincoln County. 

 

Q1. What is the specification of the roof for the equipment shed? In one location it says standing 

seam and in another location it says PBR. 

 

A1. Equipment shed roof is the PBR ribbed type panel noted in specification.  Where existing 

Paragraph beginning reads Standing -Seam Metal Roof Panels should actually read “Metal 

Roof Panels”. 

 

Q2. Details B1 and B2 on Sheet A404-A reference a solid surface countertop, but sheet A401-

A says plastic laminate on the same countertop. Please clarify which is needed. 

 

A2. The note on Sheet A401-A calling for Plastic Laminate is incorrect. Enlarged Cabinet 

Details on Sheet A404-A indicating solid surface countertop are correct and take 

precedence over the elevation drawings. 

 

Q3. Reference specification section 064000 2.03.A.5 "Architectural Woodwork Types - Edges" 

Is the PVC T-Mold referenced in the specification section above just for the countertop 

edges as shown in the cabinet sections on architectural sheet A404-A only? 

 

A3. PVC T-Mold as specified is required for all plastic laminate countertops shown on Sheet 

A404-A. 

 

Q4. The plans call for steal pipe handrails and the specs call for Aluminum Handrails. Please 

clarify which one is to be used. 

 

A4. Aluminum handrails are required as per the specifications. 

 

Q5. Reference sheet A101-A: Are we to figure cabinets above the copier at room Corridor 108 

& at room Closet 118? If so, please provide elevations & sections. There are lines on the 

floor plan that look as if there should be cabinets in the above mentioned rooms. 

 

A5. See addendum.  

 

Q6. Specs call for inside building above slab sanitary and vent pipe to be no hub cast iron, and 

at no point shall PVC be exposed above slab. Specs also call for above slab condensate 

drains to be PVC. The plumbing drawings call for flexible condensate tubing. Can all above 

slab drain, waste and venting be PVC? 

 

A6. See addendum. 

 

Q7. The documents call for the Contractor to coordinate with the Utility Companies (Entergy 

& AT&T) but does not specify to pay for any Utility Company charges. Are the Utility 

Company charges to be included in the bid? 



A7. See addendum. 

 

 


